This paper addresses the study of the STF of the CT EA modulators. In order to predict the behavior of diiferent CT EA architect,ures we have to define a linear model of the modulator and then to determine the STF of each architecture, section 11. From the STF formulae wc may notice differences between the 2 kinds of architectures: feedback and feedforward ( Fig. 1) , in lowpass and in bandpass. Therefore we can deduce the STF impact on the receiver architecture, section 111. In section IV., we discuss the architecture of the receiver baseband part and illustrate our point with the filtering effect of a lowpass
Sth order CT EA modulator on the GSM blockers. shown in Fig. 1 On the other hand we can not deduce the STF expression
Hence we have to consider another model to determine an expression for the STF. Since we want to focus on the filtering effect resulting from the 
a , ( S T ) -+ '
,=1
S T F ( s ) = (sT)'L+'+(l-e-ST)
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From equation (2), we deduce general expressions of the STF for the different CT EA architectures (CIFF, CIFB? CRFF and CRFB). These expressions are listed in Table   I , Table I1 and Table 111 . To compute these expressions we have assumed that the integrator transfer function is:
Hint(s) = & and that the feedback loop signal is a rectan-
where T is the sampling period.
With the STF formulae defined we can compare the two different CT EA modulator architectures considered and study the advantages and the drawbacks of each one.
COMPARISON OF EA MODULATORS ARCHITECTURES
At system level, the modulator design is usually focused on maximizing the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). Considering only the SNR criterion, feedforward and feedback topologies are equivalent because they can be designed to provide the same NTF, Fig.3 and Fig.4 . Nevertheless, if we consider the STF, these topologies have different performances. The feedforward architectures, Fig.l(a) , have a filtering characteristic as it lSt order filter due to the path from the lSt integrator output to the adder before the sampling. This is confirmed by t,he STF expressions in tables I and I11 which have the form :
In the feedback architectures, Fig. l(b) , the input signal pass through all the int,egrat,ors. t,he STF forniulae, listed in tables I and 11. show the filtcririg cliaracteristic of a rifh order filt,er :
This feature is illustrated in Fig. 3 . A 4th order CIFF and a 4tR order CIFB have been designed having t,lie same NTF. The values of the CT EA coefficients have been obtaiiied by considering the discrete-tinie niodulat,or given by Schreier [ll] and using a discret,e-time to continuoustime transformation prcsented in [9] . CIFF and CIFB STFs are plottcd in the frequency domain thanks to thc: 
S T F C I F F ( S ) = (~T )~+ ( l -e -"~) ( a~ (~T )~+ a~( s T ) ' + a 3 s T + a . , ) STFCrFB (') = ST)^+( l --e -S T ) ( a l +&sT+as F ST)^ +a4(sT)3) a sT
These expressions show the low-pass behavior of each architecture. The attenuation for t.he high frequencies are -20dB/decade and -80dB/decade for CIFF and CIFB respectively. These values confirm that the CIFB EA architecture is: in that cnse, a 4th order filter whereas the CIFF EA architecture is a 1" order filter.
Two CT bandpass EA archit,ectures, CRFF and CRFB, are considcred in Fig. 4 . The values of the niodiilator coefficients are obtained by the same method described above. The STFs of the qt" order bandpass modulators plotted in Fig. 4 are given by :
S T F C , q F F ( S ) = (a1 ( s T ) ' + + a~.~T ) ( g~+ ( s T )~) + ( + a 3 ( .~T )~+ + a~s T ) sT(gi + (~T )~) ( g 2 + ( s T )~) + ( l -~-~~) [ ( a i +~z~T ) (~z + ( s T ) ' ) +~~+~~s T ] S T F C R F U ( S ) = s T ( g 1 +(s~)z)(gz+(sT)z)+(l-~-sT)[u~ + n~s T + ( a 3 + o~s T ) ( g l + ( s T )~) ]
<I 1 sT Fig. 4 illlistrates another problcni of feedforward archit,ectiires : out of band peaks. As explainod in [2] : this is duo t,o t,lir, zcros which do not. exactly cancel t,he polcs.
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Even Order This problem also exists in feedforward low-pass architectures as seen in Fig. 3 . This becomes a major drawback when the input, signal contains adjacent channel blockers, because the blockers may be amplified by these peaks, resulting in integrator overload.
Considering the STF, the feedback architectures are better than the feedforward architectures. Nevertheless, when it comes to the circuit implementation the specifications of the integrators are more stringent in feedback than in feedforward architectures. This usually leads to higher power consumption. Hence, the feedforward architectures In the radio-receivers the RF-filter is only used to attenuate the blockers at the out-of-band frequencies. The adjacent channel blockers, which stand besides the desired channel, are filtered in the baseband part of the receiver, Fig. 5(a) . By considering the previous section and by choosing the appropriate order of the modulator, a feedback C T EA can be used instead of the baseband filter, Fig. 5(b) . We are aware that this architecture implies more constraints on the remaining blocks in term of dynamic and distortion but it improves the power consumption. A very stringent example is the GSM standard because of the amplitude of the blockers and their proximity from the desired signal.
From the in-band blocking requirements for the GSM [12] we may deduce the filtering constraints on the CT EA modulator. Hence we have t o consider a desired signal in the band which has 3 adjacent channel blockers. The ratios between the desired signal and the blockers remain the same but the amplitudes are defined by the maximum level that can be applied to a EA modulator in order t o ensure its stability. These amplitudes have been determined by simulation. To determine the attenuation of the blockers, Fig. 6 , we apply the formula of the STF for a 5th order C T CRFB EA : 
...(l-.-s'" ) ( a l + s T [ a~s T + a 3 ( s T )~+ ( a~+ a s s T ) ( g , + ( s T )~) 1 )
We did a mntlab simulation with 1 tone in the bandwidth 
GSM blmkem
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I . and 1 tone at the beginning of each adjacent-channel. Only the 1st blocking signal, at 600 kHz, has an amplitude higher than the quantization noise, Fig. 7 . This allows to compare the attenuation determined with the formula, Fig. 6 . The digital decimation filter following the niodulator will have to at,tcniiate this sigrial along with the qiiaritization noise.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented general expression for the STF in function of tlie open-loop filt,er! the loop filter and the feedback DAC transfer fiirictiori. This expression was used t o det,ermine the STF of tlie 4 c:oninionly used EA modulator architect,ures. We det,crniined that the feedback architectures are the most. siiitablc for adjacent channel blockers filtering and thus allow to remove the baseband filt,er by inducing oiily slight. modifications on the digital filters. An example of a 5"" order C T CRFB niodulator with GShl blocking sigiials has sliowii that it is possible to significantly attenuate ollt of band sigliitls arid let the digital filters to conipletly eliniiriatc t,lic reniaining blocker signals.
